A FAMILY COMMITTED TO FAMILIES

We Are Avalon. Family owned and operated Memory Care locations serving residents for over 21 years. Avalon Memory Care has gone to great lengths to provide a preferred program of care that is designed to generate an expanding level of happiness and contentment for the resident. The enlightened care plan utilized by Avalon protects the resident's self-esteem and assures the family of the validity of their choice.

No one can replace the resident’s former standard of living or quality of life. However, at Avalon Memory Care, pampering is permitted and a philosophy exists that the resident is a very special person in our care.

- Type B Assisted Living with Alzheimer’s Disease & Related Disorders State Certification*
- Secure environment with controlled access
- Shared & Private rooms available
- Open door policy to friends and family
- 24 hour full custodial care by trained staff
- Supervision of Medication Schedules
- Three delicious home cooked meals a day with special diets available
- Medical care provided within location
- Social and Activity programs
- Caring, professional and experienced multi-year staff

* Licensed by their respective states
Scheduled activities are provided throughout the day in which residents are encouraged, but not forced, to participate. Companionship replaces daytime sleeping and decreases nighttime walking.

Personal care is provided for each resident as needed, but each individual is encouraged to use and maintain his or her existing capabilities. Support is given to compensate for the loss of other abilities.

Favorite food requests are honored and encouraged. A variety of familiar smells are found in the common areas of the home every day, memory provoking smells such as cookies, cakes, pot roast and vegetables, and simmering soups and stews.

Licensed* Type B Assisted Living with Alzheimer's Disease and Related Disorders Certification. Avalon is a secure environment licensed and certified by the Texas Department of Aging and Disability Services.

“…Avalon’s innovative concept of sophisticated care homes combined with the structured interdisciplinary “Comfort Care” program has yielded a model of care that is the ultimate in Alzheimer’s care.”

Dallas / Fort Worth Metroplex (26 Locations) Houston (4 Locations) San Antonio St. Louis Beaumont Edinburg

SEE FOR YOURSELF WHAT MAKES US SPECIAL

214-752-7050 800-696-6536 www.AvalonMemoryCare.com Facility ID # 106406